SYLLABUS (Part 2) 2021/22

THE FIRST HYBRID SUFFOLK FESTIVAL
Dance Festival
th

th

5 - 6 and 19th- 20th March 2022
Chorister & Organ Days
12th March 2022
Closing Date for entries 13th January 2022
Enter online at www.suffolk-festival.org.uk

THE SUFFOLK FESTIVAL
OF PERFORMING ARTS
(Affiliated to the British and International Federation of Festivals for Music, Dance and Speech, of which Her Majesty the Queen is Patron)
Registered charity number 1036106

The Suffolk Festival of Performing Arts is for people of all ages and a wide range of abilities.
Amateur musicians, dancers and actors have the chance to perform in a friendly and supportive
environment, with the constructive advice of a professional adjudicator. Most classes are competitive,
but we encourage a friendly atmosphere in which the emphasis is not on winning, but on celebrating a
wealth of talent, dedication and achievement.
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Outline Timetable 2021/22 (Part 2)*
Date

Morning

Afternoon

Evening

Location

th

Dance

Dance

Dance

Seckford Theatre

Sunday 6 March 2022

Dance

Dance

Dance

Seckford Theatre

Dance

Dance

Dance

Hayworth Theatre

Dance

Dance

Dance

Hayworth Theatre

Chorister

Chorister

Chorister

St. Mary le Tower Church

Organ

Organ

Organ

St. Mary le Tower Church

Saturday 5 March 2022
th

th

Saturday 19 March 2022
th

Sunday 20 March 2022
th

Saturday 12 March 2022
th

Saturday 12 March 2022
th

Wednesday 29 March
2022

Suffolk Festival
AGM *

*TBA

*Whilst every effort is made to keep to this outline the Festival reserves the right to make changes where
necessary.

Locations:
Hayworth Theatre, Ipswich High School, Woolverstone, Ipswich IP9 1AZ
St Mary Elms, 68 Black Horse Ln, Ipswich IP1 2EF
St Mary-le-Tower, Tower Street, Ipswich, IP1 3BE
Woodbridge School, Seckford Theatre, Burkitt Road, Woodbridge IP12 4JH
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Welcome to our 2021/22 Hybrid Festival!
At the time of writing, we are halfway through our first hybrid festival and so far it has gone according
to plan! In fact, we have held more live classes than we hoped, and we are looking forward to even
more live classes in March.
This is a qualifying year for the All-England Dance Competition, so we have moved our Dance Classes
to the spring in the hope that they are less likely to be cancelled by Covid-19. We expect demand for
places to be high; make sure you get your entry in early.
New for this festival is our Chorister Day, which will also be held in the spring. This will be an exciting
opportunity to sing sacred music and to take part in a joint evensong. The Chorister Day will coincide
with the Organ Classes, and we hope that our winning organist will take part in the joint evensong at
the end of the day.
Last year’s Festival was a great success, and I would like to thank everyone involved. If you haven’t
entered before we look forward to seeing and hearing you perform. If you have performed before we
hope you will take part in what we hope will be (another) one-off!
Our website is: www.suffolk-festival.org.uk and follow us on Facebook. We look forward to seeing
friends old and new.
Angela Chillingworth
Acknowledgements: We are indebted to: the Alfred Williams Charitable Trust, Suffolk Organists
Association and other sponsors for their generosity.
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About the Adjudicators
Danielle Drayton (Dance Adjudicator)
Danielle trained at The Sandra Needham School of Dance and went on to study and graduate from Leeds Dance College
gaining a diploma in dance and musical theatre as well as her teaching qualifications. She has worked professionally in
musical theatre, TV and Film, cruise ships and dance tours in the UK, Europe, America and Asia. Danielle is an established
choreographer in theatre, TV and the commercial sector as well as a guest teacher for various schools and colleges in the UK.
She runs her own production company – Blue Fish Entertainments which produces entertainment for large scale events, TV,
Film and theatre productions both in the UK and internationally. She also enjoys being on the audition board for various
companies helping to recruit entertainers and assist with their on-going training and performance. Danielle is honoured to be a
dance adjudicator for The British and International Federation of Festivals and an All England Adjudicator.
Ben Ponniah (Chorister Adjudicator)
Ben Ponniah is a British composer whose classical works have been broadcast on BBC Radio 3. He wrote a new setting of
the evening canticles for the BBC Singers in April 2021 called “Maida Vale Service”. His love of jazz harmony, minimalism
and film music yields some fresh textures, and his range includes classical music, musical theatre and jazz. A chorister at St.
Mary-le-Tower from six years old Ben credits this experience as a chorister as an important part of his musical training, the
challenging repertoire attempted rivalling many cathedral choirs at the time. A teacher of economics, Ben has a great deal of
experience working with young people.
Colin Walsh (Organ) is a leading organist who has enjoyed success as a performer, teacher and choir-trainer. This year he
will leave Lincoln Cathedral after 33 years of service in order to pursue further musical interests. His association with Lincoln
will continue as he takes up a new role of Organist Emeritus. Recently, Colin has enjoyed recital tours to Australasia, Hong
Kong, Moscow and most European countries. He teaches several of Cambridge University’s Organ Scholars and is renowned
for his sense of humour as well as his fresh approach to accompanying services.
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Registered charity number 1036106
Suffolk Festival of Performing Arts - Child Protection Policy
Working within the framework of the Safeguarding policy of the British and International
Federation of Festivals for Music, Dance and Speech
The British and International Federation of Festivals for Music, Dance and Speech work for
amateur festivals everywhere to help create thousands of educational performance opportunities for
children and young people each year.
The Federation, and its member Festivals, are committed to ensuring safe environments for children
and young people and believe that it is always unacceptable for a child or young person to experience
abuse of any kind. We recognise our responsibility to safeguard the welfare of all children and young
people, by a commitment to recommend best practice, which protects them.
This policy applies to the Board of Trustees of The British and International Federation of Festivals for
Music Dance and Speech, paid staff, Adjudicator members, volunteers, students or anyone working on
behalf of the Federation and its member Festivals.
We recognise that:
•

the welfare of the child/young person is paramount

•

all children, regardless of age, disability, gender, racial heritage, religious belief, sexual
orientation or identity, have the right to equal protection from all types of harm or abuse

•

working in partnership with children, young people, their parents, carers and other agencies is
essential in promoting young people’s welfare

The purpose of the policy:
•

to provide protection for the children and young people who participate in our festivals,
including the children of festival members

•

to provide staff and volunteers with guidance on procedures they should adopt in the event that
they suspect a child or young person may be experiencing, or be at risk of, harm.

We will seek to safeguard children and young people by:
•

valuing them, listening to and respecting them

•

adopting child protection guidelines through procedures and safe working practice for staff and
volunteers

•

recruiting staff and volunteers safely, ensuring all necessary checks are made

•

sharing information about child protection and safe working practice with parents, staff and
volunteers

•

sharing information about concerns with agencies who need to know, and involving parents and
children appropriately

•

providing effective management for staff and volunteers through supervision, support and
training

The Federation will review this policy each year in November in line with Safe Network guidance or
sooner in light of any changes in legislation or guidance. All changes will be communicated to our
member Festivals in time for the start of the new Festival year.
vii

Creating Safer Festivals for Everyone
Updated MARCH 2021
The British & International Federation of Festivals and its member Festivals, including the Suffolk
Festival, use the following policies and procedures to provide SAFER FESTIVALS FOR EVERYONE.
We have adapted this to consider the work we have done to offer an inclusive online festival in 2020
and the possibility of using this platform moving forward where restrictions mean we cannot offer
opportunity for young people.
1. A single, definitive Child Protection Policy adopted by all Federation Festivals.
2. The Suffolk Festival designated Festival Safeguarding Officer (FSO) is: CHERYL PETHYBRIDGE
and can be contacted at safeguarding@suffolk-festival.org.uk or telephone: 07939 257905
3. Best practice advice in the form of two leaflets: Safe Working Practice and Festival Child
Protection including clear reporting procedures for anyone with a concern about a child, together with
support and training for all Festival staff and volunteers. For the purposes of the Suffolk Festival a child
is considered to be under the age of 18.
4. Appropriate recruitment and induction procedures for all new staff and volunteers responsible for
providing safe environments for everyone attending/performing at a Federation Festival.
5. No unauthorised access, downloading or duplication of media files relating to a performance or
documents containing identifiable information of the performer is allowed. Secure encrypted servers
such as Google Drive or Dropbox are used for the storing of any digital media from the time of
submission to the time of judging. These are not made publicly available as part of the competition.
Once marking is completed by the Adjudicators and the results are submitted, verified and released by
festival staff, all media files relating to a performance will be deleted and access removed for all
adjudicators as the media is no longer needed.
Access to media files relating to a performance will only be accessed by the relevant Festival staff and
the Adjudicators specific to that class.
6. Some children and vulnerable adults may have specific needs in order to take part. If this is the
case, we ask the responsible teachers/parents/ guardians/carers to contact the Festival Organisers.
The Festival actively seeks, wherever possible, to meet these needs but must know beforehand in
order to prepare support – or to advise that help cannot be provided on this occasion.
7. The Festival’s CHILD PROTECTION POLICY and approach to CREATING SAFER FESTIVALS
FOR EVERYONE is published explicitly in our Syllabus, Programme and Website. By completing and
signing the entry form all parents/guardians/carers and teachers of entrants under 18 (or vulnerable
adults of any age) confirm that they give (or have obtained) the necessary consents for the entrants to
take part in the Festival. Without consent the entry to the Festival cannot be accepted.
8. Any Committee member or steward appointed by the committee has the right to refuse entry to the
session and/or to the Festival venue.
9. Please read the GDPR notice for information on the data we retain.
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Rules & Information
1

THE MARKING SYSTEM

The adjudicator will assign marks and/or categories as follows:
90-100 Outstanding: An exceptional performance, both technically and artistically.
87-89 Distinction: An excellent performance technically and artistically.
84-86 Commended: A convincing performance technically and artistically.
81-83 Merit: A capable performance showing some artistic appreciation and/or technical ability.
78-80 Moderate: A performance showing development of technique and/or communication.
75-77 Fair: A performance limited in its communication.

2

ACCOMPANISTS

There will be no official accompanist. If you need an accompanist please contact one of the recommended
accompanists: Nicola Brazier, Marina Korneva, Peter Willsher and Matt Heyburn. Details are given on the Suffolk
Festival website. Booking and payment will be directly between you and the accompanist.

3
a)

TROPHIES & MEDALS
Medals, which are awarded to the winner of the children’s classes, may be retained.

b) Cups, or other trophies which are awarded, may only be retained until the next Festival. The recipient must
agree to keep it safe and return it in good condition and return to relevant secretary (see p3) by 1st Sept the
following year.
c)

The recipient is to pay for any loss or damage caused to trophies whilst in his/her possession or in transit.

d) Cup Winners may have their names engraved on trophies in keeping with any existing engraving at their own
expense.

4

QUESTIONS?

If you have any questions, require further information or would like to contact a member of the Committee please
visit our website at www.suffolk-festival.org.uk, where you will find answers to Frequently Asked Questions
together with contact details.

5
ENTERING AND PERFORMING
5.1 Your entry
a) We would like to encourage everyone to use the “On Line Entry System” which we feel sure you will find
straightforward and convenient to use. It greatly reduces and simplifies the work involved in dealing with entries
and also saves on paper & postage.
b)

Entries will be accepted only if the appropriate entry fee is received before the closing date.

c)

Entry fees can be refunded only in exceptional circumstances.

d)

Any entry may be rejected without giving a reason.

e)

Confirmation of entries will be generated at the time of your order by the on line entry system.

f)

A month before the festival you will receive an email notifying you of the class times and schedule.

g) If you have not received confirmation of your entries or class schedules please contact the festival IT
Manager.
h)
In the Speech Vocal and Dance classes you may not enter more than once in the same class unless you are
in a group class with different partners.
i)
In the Piano, Strings and Wind classes you may enter up to twice in the age group and grade classes, but
you must play a different piece each time.
j) The same piece may not be performed in more than one class in the same Festival year, or repeated within
three years of entry.
k)
l)

Own choice music must be stated as part of your entry.
Any changes must be notified by email to enquiries@suffolk-festival.org.uk
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m) Changes made after 1 February must be notified by email and labels will need to be filled out when you get
to the festival, so the correct details are available for the adjudicator etc. Please do this as soon as you arrive at
the festival.
n)

Committee members are not allowed to enter the festival on a competitive basis.

o) Professionals and experienced performers are eligible to enter only the Vocal Open championship all other
classes are for amateurs only.
Professionals defined as: those whose income is wholly or in part derived from teaching or performing the
particular branch of the performing art in which they are intending to compete.
Experienced performer defined as: anyone over 21 sufficiently experienced to have been asked to perform as a
soloist in a major work, for a society with more than 50 performers, or previous winner of the Suffolk Festival
Vocal Championship.

5.2 Age Limits
The qualifying age for entrants will be calculated as on 1st September prior to Festival. Adults are defined as
anybody 18 yrs and over, unless otherwise stated.

5.3 Time Limits
You must observe all relevant time limits for performances. The “Performance time” shown is the total time and
entrants should note that spoken introductions are included within the quoted timings. If you do not keep to the
time limit you may be penalised and may not be placed.

5.4 Repeats
Repeats should not be played unless otherwise stated in the syllabus.

5.5 Own Choice Pieces
You must provide a copy of what you are performing for the adjudicator. No responsibility is accepted for loss or
damage to originals, which should be collected immediately following the class adjudication.

5.6 Announcing Your Performance
Performers are encouraged to announce their performance.

5.7 Grades
Some music classes are for certain grades. If you have passed the grade concerned at the date you send in your
entry, or you or your teacher think you are that good (or you have achieved a Merit for a class at that grade in this
festival or one like it), please don’t enter a lower graded class. If, between entering and performing, you gain a
higher grade, that’s fine - we ignore this upgrade.

5.8 Backing Tracks
Please note that we do not allow the use of a backing track in place of an accompanist.

6

ADJUDICATOR CONNECTIONS

No one who is or was a pupil of an adjudicator in the last twelve months may enter a class judged by that
adjudicator without the consent of the Chairperson to whom full disclosure of that connection has been made.

7

COPYRIGHT

The Festival will have the necessary copyright performance permissions provided that the identity of any work to
be performed has been provided in advance, and that the piece has not been re-arranged without the
composer/author’s consent. Photocopies may be used for adjudicator’s copies only.

8

PERSONAL DATA

We will hold and process your personal data solely for the purposes of the festival and is held under the control of
the IT Manager.

10 Dance Rules
The general Festival rules apply together with the following rules, which are specific to the Dance
section:

A competitor may only enter once in any solo, duet, trio or quartet class.
x













The same dance may not be performed more than once at the festival even with different
partners.
Vocals are not allowed on your CD in Song & Dance classes.
For Tap classes the sound of tapping is not allowed on the CD.
In tap classes, fixed taps with single sounds only.
Competitors’ music must be recorded at the beginning of the CD, and be pre-set. Each piece of
music must be recorded on a separate CD.
Your CD should be taken backstage when it is your time to perform and handed it to the
Festival Staff.
Eligibility for the All England Dance regional finals is by accomplishing a mark of 84 or 86
depending upon age. See the All England Dance web site for full details.
The Suffolk Festival is a qualifying festival for All England Dance in even years.
This is an All-England qualifying year and we are anticipating a lot of entries as some
local festivals have not survived the difficulties of the past two years. We recommend
you make your entries as soon as the syllabus goes live to guarantee a place.
All entries must be made through a dance school, and we shall not accept any individual
entries. Any dance school submitting more than ten entries must provide a
runner/volunteer to assist at the sessions in which their entrants compete.

Important notice:
The Suffolk Festival has a responsibility to ensure that every child feels safe in the changing rooms
and in order to facilitate this, the changing facilities will be as follows:
 There will be a large changing room for girls and female helpers.
 There will be a separate changing room for boys and male helpers.
 There will be a separate changing room for girls with a male helper and boys with a female
helper.
 There will be a holding area where dancers and helpers of any gender may wait to perform, but
no changing will be allowed in this area.
 If any performer, parent, guardian or teacher feels this does not offer a solution for their needs,
they must contact the Suffolk Festival by end November 2021 so that the matter can be
addressed in good time.
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Suffolk Festival Championships & Awards
The usual Suffolk Festival Championships and Awards will return in future Festivals when we can, once again
offer our full range of classes.
For our 2021/22 Hybrid Suffolk Festival, Most Promising Performer awards will be offered in each section to a
value of £40 and at the adjudicator’s choice.

Suffolk Festival Cups and Awards for the Chorister Section for March 2022.
Award Name

Trophy Or
Cup

Junior Chorister Cup

Cup

Christopherson Cup

Cup

Value £

Description
Best in class CHO 02
Best in class CHO 03

40

Most Promising Chorister

Adjudicator's choice

Suffolk Festival Cups and Awards for the Dance Section for March 2022.
For the Dance section we will be reinstating the cups as in previous years with an Adjudicators choice of Most
Promising in each of the three age groups.
Award Name

Trophy Or
Cup

Value £

Description

John Greene Challenge Cup
Bury St Edmunds Operatic & Dramatic
Society

Cup

0

Cup

0

DA 442 Musical Theatre 15+

Christopherson Cup

Cup

0

DA 438 musical Theatre 8-10

Cocksedges Cup

Cup

0

DA 439 Musical theatre 11-12

Instep Cup (6 yrs and Under)

Cup

0

DA (400,401,402) (84 marks not required)

Nancy Robinson Cup (under 10 yrs)

Cup

0

DA 403

Linda Shipton Musicality Cup (11 -12 yrs)

Cup

0

DA 404

Janet Kinson Classical Ballet

Cup

0

DA (405)

Elsie Hockey Character Cup

Cup

0

DA (414,416,418)
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DA 440 Musical Theatre 13-14

Robert Harrold National Cup

Cup

0

DA (420,422,423)

Tamzin Overton Modern Cup

Cup

0

DA (424,425,426,428,429)

Robin Winbow Modern Cup (15+yrs)

Cup

0

DA (430,431)

Doris Dorbon Tap Cup (under 10yrs)

Cup

0

DA (433)

Sammy Ross Memorial Cup (11+ Tap Solo)

Cup

0

DA (434,435,436)

Festival Contemporary Cup

Cup

0

DA (410)

Festival Improvisation Cup

Cup

0

DA (484-492)

Reeve Boys Award

Cup

0

Adjudicators choice

Computing Needs Classical D/T/Q Cup

Cup

0

DA (446,447,448)

Amos Award Acro Duets, Trios & Quartets

Shield

0

DA (644,646,647)

Festival Stage D/T/Q Cup

Cup

0

DA (458,460,461)

Angela Rowe Classical Groups Cup

Cup

0

DA (644,646,647)

Dance Vibe Musical Theatre Groups Cup

Cup

0

DA (463,476,479)

Festival Shield Modern Groups Award
Most promising Dancer (under 10, 1114,15+ yrs)

Shield

0

DA (467,477,480)

The Chantry Dance Company Cup

Cup

-

40
0

Adjudicator's choice
DA 412 Contemporary Solo 15+

Suffolk Festival Cups and Awards for the Organ Section for March 2022.
Award Name

Trophy Or Cup Value £

Description

George Thalben Ball Cup

Cup

Senior Organ (Recital grade 8+) OR 04

The Roger Green Cup

Cup

Advanced Organ OR 03

The Little Cup

Cup

Junior (Transitional Organ) OR 02

Suffolk Organists Association Cup

Cup

Organ Beginners OR 01

Martin Ellis Cup, Most Promising Organ Player Cup

40 Adjudicator's choice
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Closing date for entries 13th January 2022
Dance

Dance
For details of the Suffolk Festival Cups and Awards please see "Suffolk Festival Cups and
Awards". There will be three Adjudicator awards in for the performer that is selected as "Most
Promising" in the following three ages:- 10 and under; 11-14; and 15 and over.
ADJUDICATOR details can be found on page vi of the preface.

Pre-Junior Solo
DA 400 Classical Solo (up to 6yrs)
Medal. Instep Cup (Best in 400,401,402)

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Performance time not to exceed 1 min 30 sec

DA 401 Modern Solo (up to 6yrs)
Medal. Instep Cup (best of 400,401,402).
Performance time not to exceed 1 min 30 sec

DA 402 Tap Solo (up to 6yrs)
Medal. Instep Cup (best of 400,401, 402).
Performance time not to exceed 1 min 30 sec

Acrobatic Solo
DA 506 Acrobatic Solo (10yrs & under )
Medal. Maxine Watts Acro Cup (best in 506-509).
Performance time not to exceed 1 min 30 sec

DA 508 Acrobatic Solo (11yrs-14yrs)
Medal. Maxine Watts Acro Cup (506-509).
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 509 Acrobatic Solo (15+yrs)
Maxine Watts Acro Cup (best in 506-509).
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

Character Solo
DA 414 Character Solo (10yr & under)
Medal. Elsie Hockey Character Cup (best in 414,416,418).
Performance time not to exceed 1 min 30 sec

DA 416 Character Solo (11-14yrs)
Medal. Elsie Hockey Character Cup (best in 414,416,418).
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 418 Character Solo (15+yrs)
Elsie Hockey Character Cup (best in 414,416,418).
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

Classical, Stylised or Modern Ballet Solo
Must be performed in shoes.
DA 403 Classical, Stylised & Modern Ballet Solo (10yrs and under)
Medal. Nancy Robinson Cup.
Performance time not to exceed 1 min 30 sec

DA 404 Classical, Stylised & Modern Ballet Solo (11-14yrs )
Medal. Linda Shipton Cup
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

1

Closing date for entries 13th January 2022
Dance

DA 405 Classical, Stylised & Modern Ballet Solo (15+)
Janet Kinson Cup.

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min

Contemporary Solo
Must be performed Bare foot.
DA 410 Contemporary Solo (Must be Bare foot 13-14yrs)
Medal. Festival Contemporary Cup
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 412 Contemporary Solo (Must be Bare foot) (15+)
Chantry Dance Company cup (412).
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

Modern & Lyrical Modern Solo
DA 424 Modern & Lyrical Modern Solo (10yrs & under)
Medal. Tamzin Overton Cup (best in 424,425,426,428,429).
Performance time not to exceed 1 min 30 sec

DA 425 Modern & Lyrical Modern Solo (11yrs)
Medal. Tamzin Overton Cup (best in 424,425,426,428,429)
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 426 Modern & Lyrical Modern Solo (12yrs)
Medal. Tamzin Overton cup (best in 424,425,426,428,429)
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 428 Modern & Lyrical Modern Solo (13yrs )
Medal. Tamzin Overton Cup (best in 424,425,426,428,429)
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 429 Modern & Lyrical Modern Solo (14yrs)
Medal. Tamzin Overton Cup (best in 424,425,426,428,429)
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 430 Modern & Lyrical Modern Solo (15yrs)
Robin Winbow cup (best in 430,431)
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 431 Modern & Lyrical Modern Solo (16+yrs)
Robin Winbow Cup (best in 430,431)
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

Musical Theatre, Song & Dance Solo
Please note time limits are short, so you will probably need to edit your backing track
accordingly
Accompaniment must be on CD, with no supporting vocals
Musical Theatre Classes should include some movement and an impression of costume.
DA 438 Musical Theatre, Song & Dance Solo (8-10yrs)
Medal. Christopherson Cup

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 439 Musical Theatre, Song & Dance Solo (11-12 yrs)
Medal. Cocksedges Cup
Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec
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Closing date for entries 13th January 2022
Dance

DA 440 Musical Theatre, Song & Dance Solo (13-14yrs )
Medal. John Greene Challenge Cup

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Entry Fee

£8.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

DA 442 Musical Theatre, Song & Dance Solo (15+yrs)
Bury St Edmunds Operatic & Dramatic Cup
Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

National Solo
DA 420 National Solo (10yrs & under)
Medal. Robert Harrold National Cup (best in 420,422,423)
Performance time not to exceed 1 min 30 sec

DA 422 National Solo (11-14yrs)
Medal. Robert Harrold National Cup (best in 420,422,423)
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 423 National Solo (15+yrs)
Medal. Robert Harrold National Cup (best in 420,422,423)
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

Tap Solo
DA 433 Tap Solo (10yrs & under)
Medal. Doris Dorbon Tap Cup.
Performance time not to exceed 1 min 30 sec

DA 434 Tap Solo (11-12yrs)
Medal. Sammy Ross Memorial Cup (best in 434,435,436).
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 435 Tap Solo (13-14yrs)
Medal. Sammy Ross Memorial Cup (Best in 434,435,436).
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

DA 436 Tap Solo (15+yrs)
Sammy Ross Memorial Cup (Best in 434, 435, 436).
Performance time not to exceed 2 min

Acrobatic Duets Trios & Quartets
You may not enter this class more than once even with a different partner.
DA 644 Acrobatic Duets, Trios & Quartets (11 & Under)
Medal. Amos Award D/T/Q (best in 644,646,647)
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

DA 646 Acrobatic Duets, Trios & Quartets (15 & under)
Medal. Amos Award (Best in 644,646,647).
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

DA 647 Acrobatic Duets, Trios & Quartets (22 & under)
Amos Award D/T/Q Cup (best in 644,646,647)
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

Classical, Stylised & Modern Ballet, Contemporary, Character and National
Duets, Trios & Quartets
Incorporating Classical, Stylised and modern ballet, Character and National dances. You
may not enter these classes more than once even with a different partner.
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DA 446 Classical, Stylised and Modern Ballet, Character and National
Duets, Trios & Quartets (11yrs & Under)
Medal. Computing Needs Classical D/T/Q Cup (best in 446,447,448)
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

DA 447 Classical, Stylised and Modern Ballet, Contemporary, Character
and National Duets, Trios & Quartets (15 & under)
Medal. Computing Needs Classical D/T/Q Cup (best in 446,447,448)
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

DA 448 Classical, Stylised and Modern Ballet, Contemporary, Character
and National Duets, Trios & Quartets (22 and under)
Computing Needs Classical D/T/Q Cup (best in 446,447,448)
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

Modern & Lyrical Modern Duets Trios & Quartets
Please state whether your entry is Modern, Jazz, Lyrical or Street. You may not enter this class
more than once even with a different partner.
DA 458 Modern & Lyrical Modern Duets, Trios & Quartets (11 & Under) Entry Fee £15.50
Medal. Festival Stage D/T/Q (best in 458,460,461)
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.
Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

DA 460 Modern & Lyrical Modern Duets, Trios & Quartets (15 & under)
Medal. Festival Stage D/T/Q (best in 458,460,461)
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

DA 461 Modern & Lyrical Modern Duets, Trios & Quartets (22 & under) Entry Fee £15.50
Festival Stage D/T/Q (best in 458,460,461)
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.
Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

Musical Theatre, Song & Dance Duets Trios & Quartets
Accompaniment must be on CD, with no supporting vocals. You may not enter this class more
than once even with a different partner.
Please note time limits are short, so you will probably need to edit your backing track
accordingly.
Musical Theatre Classes should include some movement and an impression of costume.
DA 462 Musical Theatre Duets, Song & Dance, Trios & Quartets (11 &
Under)
Medal
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 3 min

DA 464 Musical Theatre, Song & Dance, Duets Trios & Quartets (15 &
under)
Medal.
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 3 min

DA 465 Musical Theatre , Song & Dance Duets Trios & Quartets (22 &
under)
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 3 min

Tap Duets Trios & Quartets
You may not enter these classes more than once even with a different partner.
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DA 466 Tap Duets, Trios & Quartets (11 & Under)
Medal. Amos Award Junior Stage D/T/Q (best in 458,462,466,644).
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

DA 468 Tap Duets, Trios & Quartets (15 & under)
Entry Fee £15.50
Medal. Festival Stage D/T/Q Cup (Best in 460,461,464,465,468,469, 646,647).
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.
Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

DA 469 Tap Duets, Trios & Quartets (22 & under)
Festival Stage D/T/Q Cup (Best in 460,461,464,465,468,469, 646,647).
You may not enter this class more than once, even with a different partner.

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 2 min 30 sec

Acrobatic Dance Groups
DA 511 Acrobatic Dance Groups (11 yrs & Under)

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

DA 642 Acrobatic Dance Groups (15yrs & Under)

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

DA 643 Acrobatic Dance Groups (22 & Under)

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

Classical, Stylised, Modern Ballet, Character & National Groups
DA 470 Classical, Stylised & Modern Ballet, Character & National
Groups (10yrs & under)

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

DA 472 Classical, Stylised or modern Ballet, Character & National
Groups (15yrs & under)
Angela Rowe Classical Groups Cup (best in 472,473).

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

DA 473 Classical, Stylised or modern Ballet, Character & National
Groups(22yrs & under)
Angela Rowe Classical Groups Cup (best in 472,473).

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

Contemporary Dance Groups
DA 471 Contemporary Dance Groups (13-22yrs)
To be performed Bare Foot

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

Modern & Lyrical Modern Dance Groups
DA 463 Modern & Lyrical Modern Dance Groups (11 & Under)
Dance Vibe Stage Groups (Best in 463,476,479)

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

DA 476 Modern & Lyrical Modern Dance Groups (15yrs & under)
Dance Vibe Stage Groups (Best in 463,476,479)

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

DA 479 Modern & Lyrical Modern Dance Groups (22yrs & Under)
Dance Vibe Stage Groups (Best in 463,476,479)
Performance time not to exceed 4 min

Musical Theatre, Song & Dance Groups
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DA 467 Musical Theatre, Song and Dance Groups
Festival Shield Stage Groups (Best in 467,477,480)

(11yrs & under)

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 4 min 30 sec

DA 477 Musical Theatre, Song & Dance Groups (15yrs & under)
Festival Shield Stage Groups (Best in 467,477,480)

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min 30 sec

DA 480 Musical Theatre, Song & Dance Groups (22yrs & Under)
Festival Shield Stage Groups (Best in 467,477,480)

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min 30 sec

Tap Dance Groups
DA 474 Tap Groups (11 yrs and under)

Entry Fee £15.50

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

DA 475 Tap Stage Dance Groups (15yrs & under)

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

DA 478 Tap Dance Groups (22yrs & under)

Entry Fee £21.00

Performance time not to exceed 4 min

Adult Any Solo
DA 501 Classical or Stage Solo (Adult)

Entry Fee

Performance time not to exceed 2 min
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Chorister
New for 2021/22! Chorister classes on a dedicated day with rehearsal and participation
in Choral Evensong after adjudication.
Our boy treble classes from previous festivals have been updated to offer boys and girls and
older choristers the opportunity to perform.
ADJUDICATOR details can be found on page vi of the preface.

Junior Chorister (13 and Under)
CHO 01 Introductory Chorister Class (13 yrs and under)
Entry Fee
£8.50
Non-competitive, with adjudication.
Hymn - 2 verses minimum, or simple sacred song (eg something from “High Praise” Upper Voices
Anthems or Ackerman “Short & Easy Anthems” would be ideal.)
Please note there will be a rehearsal and service of Evensong following the adjudication in which it is
hoped all entrants will participate.
Performance time not to exceed 3 min

CHO 02
Junior Chorister Class (13 and Under)
Entry Fee £10.00
Medal; Junior Chorister Cup
Also the winner of either CHO 02 or CHO 03 will be invited by the adjudicator to sing the introit at
Evensong.
Hymn – minimum 2 verses, 4 verses maximum.
Short anthem or sacred song not exceeding 3 minutes.
Suggested standard would be Bronze/Silver RSCM medal standard. For further info visit
https://www.rscm.org.uk/start-learning/voice-for-life-and-singing-awards/
Please submit music choices with application.
Please note there will be a rehearsal and service of Evensong following the adjudication in which it is
hoped all entrants will participate.
Performance time not to exceed 6 min

Senior Chorister (14-18)
CHO 03
Senior Chorister Class (14-18yrs)
Entry Fee £13.50
Christopherson Cup; plus the winner of CHO 03 or CHO 02 will be invited by the adjudicator to sing
the introit at Evensong.
Hymn – minimum 2 verses, 4 verses maximum
Sacred performance piece not exceeding 4 minutes
Suggested standard would be Silver/Gold RSCM medal standard. For further info visit
https://www.rscm.org.uk/start-learning/voice-for-life-and-singing-awards/
Please submit music choices with application.
Please note there will be a rehearsal and service of Evensong following the adjudication in which it is
hoped all entrants will participate.
Performance time not to exceed 6 min
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Organ
Candidates will be advised about practice times after the closing date. Piston settings will be
notified at the same time. We are grateful to the Suffolk Organ Association for sponsoring
this and for providing trophies for each class and performing opportunities for the winners. If
the winner of the Recital class gains a mark above 90, he or she may be awarded two organ
recitals at London venues. There may be two recitals for the runner up at other venues if he
or she gains a mark above 90.
ADJUDICATOR details can be found on page vi of the preface.

Organ
OR 01 Organ Beginners (grades 1-3 under 2 years study)
Medal. Suffolk Organists Association Cup.
One piece only

Entry Fee

£8.50

Performance time not to exceed 3 min

OR 02 Organ Transitional (grades 4-5)
Medal. The Little Cup.
Two contrasting pieces

Entry Fee £10.00

Performance time not to exceed 5 min

OR 03 Organ Advanced (grades 6-7)
The Roger Green Cup.
Two contrasting pieces

Entry Fee £13.50

Performance time not to exceed 8 min

OR 04 Organ Advanced (grade 8 and above)
George Thalben Ball Cup.
Three contrasting pieces
Performance time not to exceed 20 min
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